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In 2015, LMC launched Project SHIELD, a multi-faceted program that provides conservation solutions to areas in need. Ocean industry partners abide by a code of conduct designed to
allow their clients to experience sea turtles and the marine environment responsibly. By providing knowledge and tools to tour operators, hotel managers, boaters, and anglers, we are able
to proactively address the sometimes negative consequences of human presence in ocean ecosystems.
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Project SHIELD partners, Black Beard Sports SCUBA instructors in Vieques, Puerto Rico,
pause at the water’s entrance to brief their clients on the responsible practices depicted on
the signage before the dive begins. In this location, we are able to reach more than 3,000
snorkelers and divers each year.

• 191 sea turtles rescued
• 7,281.59 lbs. of marine debris
• 15 sea turtle rehabilitation partner removed
• 46.27 miles of monofilament
organizations
recycled
• 49 participating fishing piers
• 11 participating beach-side resorts • Thousands of tourists reached
each year
• 10 participating dive operators
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In May 2016, 15,000 rack cards were distributed
to resorts, tour operators, and popular fishing
and boating locations in Maui, Hawaii. These
cards list the number to call in case an injured or
stranded sea turtle is spotted, information on the
two most commonly seen instances in Hawaii,
and conservation tips for visiting the island.
In June, less than one month after the initial
distribution of the rack cards, the stranding line
began receiving calls from local anglers who had
received the Project SHIELD rack cards.

Grand Wailea Resort
Wailea, Hawaii

If you are interested in bringing Project SHIELD to your local area, please contact
Tommy Cutt (tcutt@marinelife.org) or Demi Fox (dfox@marinelife.org).

Green sea turtle rescued June 21, 2016. Local anglers noted the sea turtle stranding phone
number when they received Project SHIELD rack cards. Maui, Hawaii

